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Abstract: In rock engineering, seismic tomography has been applied mainly for rock characterization

of the proposed dam sites; detection of fractured, altered, and weathered zones in a rock; evaluation

of grouting of a fractured rock and so on. Although, estimated velocity from seismic tomography

indicates site rock mass quality, yet it is very desirable to transform velocity values to a criterion

which quantitatively shows permeability state and understandable for geotechnical engineers. In studies

of seepage from foundation of a dam, Lugeon number is as the most important parameter in

determining critical extent of permeability and also a criterion in capability or necessity of rock mass

quality groutability. The aim of this study was estimation of lugeon values at the abutments of

Bakhtyari Dam site using velocity structures resulted from seismic traveltime tomography. In order

to counteract the problem of nonuniqueness with cross-hole (or between gallery) data, 3-D

tomographic inversion on Bakhtyari dam seismic data was performed. To extract 3D velocity structure,

ray tracing and travel-time computations were carried out using Um and Thurber (1987) method, and

traveltimes were inverted using SIRT method. In this study, lugeon values were estimated by the

Barton (2006) formula. Extracted 3D images of P wave velocity were compared to the site geology.

Detected low velocity anomalies at the site are attributed to the presence of major joints. The results

of tomography and lugeon number shows that the trend of weak zones in some parts is approximately

parallel to the bedding surface while they follow the main trend of major joints.
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INTRODUCTION

Seismic tomography is one of the most widely applied techniques in geosciences and geoengineering. The

tomography methods are used in geotechnical applications (Angioni et al., 2003; Bichkar et al., 1998), mining

explorations (Greenhalgh et al., 2003; Wong, 2000), mining hazard detection (Hanson et al., 2002) and

petroleum reservoir characterization (Williams et al., 1997), mostly where adjacent boreholes or galleries are

available.

The objective of seismic tomography is to provide a more detailed map of subsurface velocity variations

using both surface and down-hole sources and receivers. It can be used to supplement drilling for complex

geological interpretation, or to obtain a detailed distribution of strong (high velocity) and weak (low velocity)

rock formations. It can also be applied to detect time variations in formation velocity, e.g., to detect relaxation

zones in a tunnel wall before and after its excavation (Friedel et al., 1996).

Lugeon permeability tests are used to investigate seepage state from foundation and abutments of a dam

site. The information obtained from this test reflects only borehole neighbor area. Meanwhile, if joints and

discontinuities are not cut by borehole effectively, obtained information will not be enough accurate. Seismic

tomography studies include more area and volume and their cost is definitely less than the costs of drilling

and permeability tests. Thus before extending drillings to obtain general information about site, in primary steps

tomography studies often performed using existent drillings.

Several studies (Comite, 1964) have been performed to investigate the relationship between permeability

and seismic velocity in the rock. The investigation of Barton (Barton, 2006) on hard rocks indicates that with
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Pincreasing velocity of P waves (V ), lugeon values (L) decrease exponentially.

This paper describes the seismic tomography investigation at the abutments of Bakhtyari Dam site using

3-D tomographic inversion of seismic data between galleries.

The study aimed to find the low-velocity zones that may correspond to jointed media where seepage is

most likely happen.

Bakhtyari dam is proposed to be a concrete double arch dam with 330m height from river base and

probably will be the highest arch dam of the world (Dietler et al., 2008). The dam site is Located in

downstream of Bakhtyari river of Lorestan province, south-west of Iran in folded Zagros structural zone.

Seismic Tomography:

In traveltime seismic tomography, an iterative inversion technique is commonly used because of its non-

linear characteristics. Fig. 1 depicts the flowchart of a common iterative analysis of picked time data in seismic

tomography (Takahashi et al., 2006).

In this method, for an assumed initial velocity model, theoretical traveltimes are calculated (by ray tracing)

for all source and receiver pairs and compared against the observed ones. The model is modified repeatedly

(by inversion) until the residuals between calculated and observed traveltimes are minimized. It is necessary

to monitor the variation of the residuals during calculations because the residuals convergence depends strongly

on the initial model and the inversion algorithm used.

As an initial velocity model, a homogeneous velocity model or a velocity model made by a simple back

projection of observed traveltimes is generally employed. 

Ray tracing is a two point boundary value problem; the end points are known (the source and receiver

positions), and the propagation path and time must be determined. Ray theory is used in the development of

some ray tracing algorithms. In all cases, ray tracing fulfills Fermat's principle.

In the solving inverse problem, it is rare to directly perform the matrix calculations, as the size of the

matrix in seismic tomography problems is usually too large. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is preferable

for solving small to midsize problems, as it can robustly deal with a singular or near singular matrix. For a

large number of parameters, the conjugate gradient method and LSQR are commonly used. They are

particularly advantageous in dealing with large matrices, which are usually the case in seismic tomography

(Liu, 2005).

Because of the sparse nature of seismic data and the resulting non-uniform ray geometry, more information

is often required to stabilize the inversion. In a regularized inversion, this extra information acts as constraints

on the problem (Li, 2005).

Recently, several efforts for using fuzzy logic (Santamarina and Fratta, 2005), genetic algorithms (Bichkar

et al., 1998; Boschetti et al., 1996), neural networks (Baanm and Jutten, 2000) and geostatistics methods

(Hansen et al., 2006) have been made to solve tomographic inverse problems, these methods are not usual yet.

Geological Setting:

The study area is located in North West of the folded Zagros structural zone, which is composed of

numerous high anticlines with steep slopes and deep valleys and with the orientation parallel to Zagros trend

(N110–135), extending from Bandar Abbas in the south to Naft Shahr in the west of Iran (Nicksiar et al.,

2007).

The local geology of dam site involves Garu and Sarvak Formations. Garu formation is overlaid by Sarvak

formation. The lithology of Sarvak is siliceous limestone divided to seven units (SV1–SV7). As most of dam

body is located in this formation (Fig. 2).

The galleries wherein the seismic tomography has been performed excavated in Siah-Kuh anticline. The

anticline is one of the most important geological features at the dam location, in SV2 to SV5 units, composed

of limestone to marly limestone with shaley and siliceous limestone interbeds. The detailed lithology of the

Sarvak units and Garu formation are presented in Table 1.

Eight reconnaissance galleries were excavated in the dam site (Fig. 2). Six galleries are in dam area, GR1

to GR3 in right bank at elevations 558.76, 694.4 and 753.28 masl; and GL1 to GL3 galleries are in the left

bank at elevations 555.93, 695.13 and 779.39 masl, respectively. Primary gallery observation and mapping

indicate some open joints mainly with clay infilling and parallel to J1, one of the joint sets of the dam site

(Table 2), which can enlarge and produce high seepage pathways after impounding. Although the open joints

are common in the right bank, their presence should not be neglected in the left bank.
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The northeastern flank of the Siah Kuh Anticline, hase been affected by the F1 Fault and the parts of SV3

layers being just below the fault were intensively folded and are now forming almost homogenous zigzag folds.

This area is displayed as “Chevron Fold Zone” on the geological map (Fig. 2). Parts of the marly limestone

and siliceous limestone layers of SV3 in the southwestern flank of the Siah Kuh Anticline are folded in both

abutments, just downstream of the anticlinal axial plane. These areas include a very heterogeneous messy

structure and also influence a small part of SV2. The two folded areas are marked as “Kink Zone” on the

geological map in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Lithology description of Sarvak units and Garu formation (Dietler et. al, 2008)
Unit Lithology

Garu Alternation of lim estones and bituminous shale

SV1 M arly limestone and laminated marls and shale 

SV2 M arly limestones with thin intercalations of marls and shales 

SV3 Intercalation of marly limestones and siliceous limestones

SV4 Limestone with sm all siliceous nodules

SV5 Thick bedded, nodular limestone

SV6 Limestones and marly limestone

SV7 Limestones and m arly limestones

Table 2: Major discontinuity surveyed at site
Discontinuity Dip Dip direction

Bedding 60–70 220

J1 70-80 310

J2 20-30 140

J3 15-20 50

Fig. 1: Flowchart of an iterative analysis for seismic tomography data (Takahashi, 2006).

Data Analysis:

The Bakhtyari dam site tomography was performed using six galleries (GR1, GR2 and GR3, and GL1,

GL2 and GL3). Relative orientation of some of the source and receiver galleries and corresponding

tomographic panels at the right and left banks of the site are shown in Fig. 3. A 3-D tomographic inversion

was done on collected seismic data. The ability to perform 3-D analyses was an important advantage in

counteracting the problem of nonuniqueness with cross-hole (or between gallery) data. To perform ray tracing

and travel-time computations (forward modeling) at each iteration, Um and Thurber (1987) method was

employed. We found out that this algorithm successfully explores the correct travel time faster than other

conventional three-dimensional ray tracing programs. For inversion step (Inverse modeling) Simultaneous
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Iterative Reconstruction technique method (SIRT) was used (Santamarina and Fratta, 2005). SIRT is a robust

and fast iteration method in the reconstruction of the seismic velocity function. After all a 3-D image of P

wave velocity has been constructed.

Fig. 2: Dam site geological map and galleries positions.

Fig. 3: Relative orientation of some galleries and tomographic panels a) at the right bank b)at the left bank

Fig. 4 indicates cuts through the cube of 3-D image of P wave velocity along the tomographic panels

wherein seismic survey has been made.

In the construction of 3-D velocity images, we attributed the mean of the average velocities, obtained from

all pares of source-receiver, to the grid points which seismic rays did not pass through them (grid points

indicated by green color in Fig. 5).

Since the lithology of the dam site consists of limestone and its combinations. In addition, the

hydrogeology studies, the evidences in galleries, exploration boreholes and outcrops do not show existence of

karstification. Therefore, it was not expected the variations in obtained velocities to be caused by lithology.

According to the report of structural geology of the dam site, the average P wave velocity in the fresh sample

of sarvak units is abut 6.1 km/s (Dietler et al., 2008). The most probable factor for reducing of P wave

velocity in different parts of region could be the presence of weak zones such as bedding surface, jointed,

faulted and fragmented zones resulting from folding function.

To check this assumption, the obtained velocity images have been compared to the site geology. The

images indicate that velocity variations correlate fairly to the site geology. Fig. 6 shows 2-D section of velocity

distribution between inlet branches of GL2 and Gl3 galleries at the left abutment of site, extracted from 3-D

velocity image. The average of velocity in this part of site is about 3 km/s. A plot of geology section passing
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through GL2 and close enough to the GL3 is shown in Fig. 7. The GL3 inlet branch approximate position was

indicated by a dashed line. The section indicates a part of SV3 and SV4 units and some major joints. The

great part of GL2 gallery was drilled in SV3 but GL3 gallery was entirely drilled within SV4. Existing major

joints with large opening is shown by dashed line.
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Fig. 4: 3-D velocity images from seismic tomography between (a) inlet branches of GL2 and GL3, (b) main

branches of GL2 and GL3, (c) main branches of GL1 and GL2, (d) main branches of GR2 and GR3,

(e) main branches of GR1 and GR2 and (f) inlet branches of GR1 and GR2.
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Fig. 5: 3-D velocity image (as in Fig. 4a) and seismic rays along a panel passing through galleries GL2 and

GL3.

The comparison of Fig. 6 and 7 indicate the correlation of low velocity anomalies with location of major

joints. The width of fragmented zones between GL2 and GL3 galleries is measured about 20 cm in average

from geological surveying. Although all galleries were drilled above the ground water level, but the end part

of GL2 gallery was completely wet. The joints at the end of gallery which are extending up to ground surface,

acted as drainage for the precipitations and formation water. This evidence well correlates with low velocity

zone at the end of GL2 gallery (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: 2-D velocity image from seismic tomography between galleries GL2 and GL3. Dashed lines indicate

major joints.

Same comparison was carried out on galleries at the right aboundment (GR2 and GR3). According to Fig.

4d, the average velocity between galleries GR2 and GR3 was estimated about 2 km/s, but some weak zones

with lower velocity (1.2 km/s) are present. Low average velocity zones most likely are the indicator of high

seepage of water.
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Fig. 7: Geological section along B-B

The discontinuities surveys in the two GR2 and GR3 main galleries reveal joints with wide fragmented

zone (up to 50cm) and in some points with large opening (up to 20cm). In some points, the air is flowing

inside gallery via opening area, indicating the extension of joints up to ground surface. The presence of such

joints is the cause of severe decrease in velocity at this part of dam site. 

Based on the results obtained from seismic tomography, it is recommended that the location, dip and the

extension of these joints to be considered. These joints are parallel with river axis (see Fig. 2) and may act

as drainage system after the construction of dam and transfer the water from behind of dam to downstream.

Lugeon Images:

Although, the determined velocity distribution indicates the quality of the rock masses in the site, yet it

is very desirable to transform velocity values to a criterion showing quantitatively the permeability of the rock

masses and make it usable for geotechnical engineers. Lugeon number is the most important parameter in the

study of seepage of a dam foundation. It is used to determine critical extent of permeability and also is a

criterion in capability or necessity of rock mass groutability. 

Rock masses containing voids in the form of porosity, jointed or damaged zones will generally have

enhanced permeability and reduced seismic velocity. Measurements at both dam sites and tunnels have been

indicated inverse correlation between P-wave velocity and Lugeon test result (Comite, 1964).

Barton has proposed the formula L�10^(3.5-Vp ) to express the relationship between lugeon number (L)

and velocity of P waves  in hard rocks (Vp). According to the most of the previous studies (Houlsby, 1990),

lugeon number higher than 5 indicates higher seepage potential and suggests the study zone has to be

considered for grout planning.

The 3-D image of lugeon number distribution at the Bakhtyari dam abutments was computed by Barton

formula using the velocity values obtained from seismic tomography (Fig. 8). In order to intensify low lugeon

numbers, images in Fig. 8 have been constructed using exponential scale. According to the images, the green

to red color regions indicate Lugeon numbers more than 5 which are favors to water seepage and must be

considered in grout planning program.

Based on the obtained values, the overal rock quality at the left abutment (Fig. 8a, 8b, 8c) is better than

that of the right abutment (Fig. 8d, 8e, 8f). Lugeon number at both abutments increases by increasing the

height.
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Fig. 8: 3-D images of lugeon number between (a) inlet branches of GL2 and GL3, (b) main branches of GL2

and GL3, (c) main branches of GL1 and GL2, (d) main branches of GR2 and GR3, (e) main branches

of GR1 and GR2 and (f) inlet branches of GR1 and GR2.
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At the left abutment, regarding the lugeon values between inlet branches of galleries GL1 and GL2 (Fig.

8c), rock quality is very desirable and apparently there is no need for grouting in this part. The observed

decreasing trend of lugeon value with depth, is expected to be continued down to the deeper parts. In Figures

8a and 8b, at levels higher than 700m the average lugeon number is less than 5. Yet, lugeon numbers higher

than 5 are also observed.

At the right abutment, the average of lugeon number between inlet branches of galleries GR1 and GR2

(Fig. 8f) and between main galleries GR1 and GR2 (Fig. 8e), is less than 5. The regions with higher lugeon

numbers in Figures 8e and 8f are in line with major joints and in some parts related to kink zones. The area

with higher lugeon numbers increases from 540m to 700m levels and the average lugeon number reaches up

to the value of 32 at levels higher than 700m (Fig. 8d). 

At the both abutments the increment of lugeon number at higher levels is related to the kink zones as well

as to the near surface rock masses with high density of major joints due to the folding. The trend of these

weak zones in some parts is approximately parallel to the bedding surface while they follow the main trend

of major joints.

Conclusions:

The average velocity in most parts obtained from seismic tomography investigation is about 3km/s.

According to Barton formula, this velocity corresponds to the low lugeon number (about 3), which is the

indicator of low permeability of dam foundation.

It is found out that the main factor at the study area for the velocity decrease is the presence of major

joints which are paralleled to J1. In right abutment and levels higher than 690m, the velocity average obtained

2km/s, indicating higher density of major joints and presence of kink zone. This part has very high potential

of seepage compared to the other parts of the site. 

Based on the seismic tomography and lugeon images, at the both abutments, rock mass quality improves

towards deeper parts and no need for grouting at these levels. Regarding the capability of seismic tomography

in identifying fragmented zones, tomography survey in newly drilled boreholes is recommended in order to

find the location of week zones at the other parts of the dam site.
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